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It is noteworthy to state that during the past recent 
months, we have worked on implementing a myriad of 
projects and substantial changes as we are always keen 
on fulfilling our commitments towards accomplishing 
our 2022 Strategy. And I call upon you all to save no 
effort in providing your best job performance in the 
upcoming period and to continue to achieve operational 
distinction and project delivery.

The fact that we have been keen to provide the best 
services to customers has led Ashghal to harvest the 
IPRA world golden award for excellence in “Public 
Relations for Consumer Existent Services” for Ashghal’s 
customer service excellence program. Accordingly, Qatar 
has become the only Arab country to win this award 
in 2021. Additionally, Ashghal has received the best 
service provider government entity award in Qatar in the 
“Qatari Success” festival. 

Within the framework of the Expressway Program, work 
has started to construct the Mebaireek Interchange 
project and upgrade Khalid Bin Ahmed Interchange, 
and the partial opening of Al Sadafa Interchange on Al 
Wakra main road.

As for the Infrastructure Program framework, Ashghal has announced the completion of construction of 50 new 
parking spots to serve the sports activities of the 2021 Arab Cup Championship and 2022 World Football Cup 
Championship, with total capacity of more than 51,000 cars and 5,600 buses.

Furthermore, the Infrastructure Program has won the 2021 Green Apple Environment Award, as the Roads Projects 
Department has applied many creative tools and solutions to monitor and record carbon emissions accurately and 
reduce the emissions in its projects.

As part of its ongoing efforts to provide sustainable solutions to upgrade drainage networks in the State of Qatar, 
according to the best international standards, Ashghal has announced the completion of works in the restoration and 
development project of four drainage water pump stations. The project aims to increase the capacity of the four pump 
stations at a rate ranging from 61% to 212% in order to contain the current and future drainage water flow.

In an effort to enhance cooperation with other entities, Ashghal has signed a number of MOUs, including an MOU 
with College of the North Atlantic and ABB Qatar in preparation for construction of electric chargers production 
factory for electric cars and buses, which will be the first of its kind for ABB company in the field of electric 
transportation. Moreover, Ashghal and the Ministry of Interior have launched an E-Link system and an online 
exchange of data related to traffic accidents which may result in state property damages. Thus, all paper procedures 
between both parties will be cancelled.

As we are living an exceptional year due to the hosting of the 2022 World Football Cup Championship, we shall exert 
additional efforts, efficiently and competently to continue the construction of strong and sustainable infrastructure 
foundations to offer the best services to Qatar’s citizens and residents.

Dr. Eng. Saad Bin Ahmad Al-Muhannadi 
President of the Public Works Authority
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The Supervisory Committee of Beautification of Roads & Public Places 
in Qatar achieves a new GUINNESS WORLD RECORDS™ title for Most 
Nationalities Planting Trees Simultaneously, adding this achievement to 
the list of world records achieved in Qatar. 

On this occasion, Eng. Mohammad Arqoub Al Khaldi, Chairman of the 
Supervisory Committee of Beautification of Roads and Public Places 
in Qatar, stated that achieving this global title confirms our commitment to 
contribute to protecting the environment in line with our country’s efforts in the 
field of development and environmental sustainability, as part of the fourth pillar 
of Qatar National Vision 2030.

Official Adjudicators at Guinness World Records, 
Alan Pixsley and Louise Toms, stated that the 
total number of nationalities that participated 
during the tree-planting event is 66, during a 
tree-planting event organized by the committee 

New GUINNESS WORLD RECORDS™ 
Title for Most Nationalities Planting 
Trees Simultaneously 

A tree per
nationality

Planting
for 5
continuous
minutes

Precise
instruction
& standards

on Saturday 9 October 2021 on Dukhan Road. 
The event is part of the “Qatar Beautification 
and Our Kids Planting Trees” campaign to “Plant 
Million Trees”, launched in 2019 in coordination 
with the Ministry of Municipality.
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Participants from each nationality planted one 
tree for five continuous minutes, following 
specific steps that were documented by cameras 
installed on site in order to evaluate the planting 
process and its compliance with the guidelines of 
GUINNESS WORLD RECORDS™.

The nationalities that participated in this tree-
planting event included Algeria, Argentina, 

Australia, Austria, Bangladesh, Belgium, Benin, 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Brunei Darussalam, 
Bulgaria, Canada, Costa Rica, Côte D'Ivoire, 
Croatia, Cuba, Djibouti, Dominican Republic, 
Egypt, El Salvador, Eritrea, France, Georgia, 
Germany, Greece, Haiti, India, Indonesia, Islamic 
Republic of Iran, Iraq, Italy, Jordan, Kazakhstan, 
Kenya, Kosovo, Kyrgyzstan, Lebanon, Libya, 
Mali, Malta, Mauritius, Mexico, Morocco, 

Nepal, Niger, Nigeria, Panama, Paraguay, PERU, 
Philippines, Portugal, Qatar, Romania, Russia, 
Rwanda, Senegal, Singapore, Sudan, Sweden, 
Syria, Tajikistan, Thailand, Tunisia, Turkey, United 
kingdom, Venezuela, Vietnam and Yemen.

“Qatar Beautification and Our Kids Planting 
Trees” Campaign to “Plant Million Trees”.
The Supervisory Committee of Beautification of 

Roads & Public Places in Qatar has launched the 
campaign on 28 September 2019, in cooperation 
with the Ministry of Municipality. The campaign is in 
line with the efforts of Qatar for development and 
environmental sustainability within the fourth pillar 
of Qatar National Vision 2030 that aims at achieving 
harmony and integration between economic and 
social development, protection and preservation of 
the environment for future generations.
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Ashghal represented by Public Relations and Communications 
Department won the Golden Award for Excellence in Public 
Relations for Consumer PR for an existing service from the 
International Public Relations Association (IPRA), for its 
Customer Service Excellence Programme, making Qatar the 
only Arab country to win this award in 2021.

The International Public Relations Association 
(IPRA) announced that Ashghal has bagged this 
prestigious award among 93 winners from all over 
the world under several categories. Winners in the 
same category include Romania, Britain, China 
and Hungary.

In order to reach the largest number of customers, 
Ashghal continues to enhance its presence on 
social media platforms, boosting interaction with 
citizens and residents, and keeping them informed 
about the latest developments of Ashghal’s 
projects and services, through its most viewed 
social media channels including Twitter, Facebook, 
LinkedIn, Instagram and YouTube. This is in 
addition to partnering with the best developers to 
improve and develop Ashghal's official website and 
the services covered.

Regarding development of systems, Ms. 
Abeer Faleh Al Hajri, Information Systems 

Mr. Abdulla Saad Al Saad, Public Relations and Communications 
Department Manager at Ashghal commented, “With huge increase in 
the number of our customers and partners over past years, our means of 
communication with public expanded through many channels. Now customers 
are able to utilise these channels to apply for our services, communicate with us 
and provide comments or inquiries quickly and easily.”

Ashghal represented by PRD Bags IPRA 
Golden Award for PR Excellence 

Department Manager at Ashghal said, “We 
place customer satisfaction at the top of our 
priorities. We update all programs and systems 
that help us in facilitating communication 
with public, and we constantly strive towards 
developing the form and content of our electronic 
channels, introducing them to the public and 
achieving a better electronic experience.”

Mr. Jassem Ibrahim Fakhroo, the National 
Coordinator of International Public Relations 
Association in Qatar, expressed his pleasure 
for Ashghal winning the Golden Award for 
Excellence in the category of “Consumer PR for an 
existing service”, saying that this achievement has 
raised Qatar’s name on the global map of public 
relations, where Ashghal is considered to be the 
first Qatari entity to win this award. The award is 
held annually by IPRA with the wide participation 
of public relations institutions from different states 
across the world.
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We are all accountable for delivering 
operational excellence.

We continuously focus on the value of our 
services.

The health and safety of our customers, 
employees and contractors is our top 
priority.

We work together to grow the capabilities 
of our organisation.

We are honest with  others and deliver on 
commitments made.

We accept new challenges and quickly 
adapt to changes in our environment.

We share the experience, knowledge and 
lessons we have learned.

Enhance our health and safety 
performance

C1

C2
C3
C4
C5

C6

C7

C8

C9

C10

Ensure on time delivery with quality
Effectively integrate new assets
Optimise and manage cost
Improve quality management 
performance
Improved sustainability and recycling

Increase Qatarisation and develop 
our staff
Increase Qatari involvement in our 
supply chain
Embed leading practices across Ashghal

Enhance customer and stakeholder 
satisfaction
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H.E. Dr. Eng. Saad bin Ahmad 
Al Muhannadi, President of 
Ashghal, convened an online 
meeting to review the Quarter 
3, 2021 performance and 
progress against Ashghal’ s ten 
strategic objectives of Affairs and 
Departments. Ashghal directors, 
managers and key employees 
attended the meeting. 

H.E the President concluded the 
review meeting with the following 
recommendations:
• Projects Affairs and Assets 

Affairs to work closely 
with Utility Coordination 
Committee (UCC) to analyze 
the handover issues (PCC and 
FCC) and identify action plans 
to accelerate the handover 
of construction projects and 
implement the same. 

Ashghal Strategy 2018-2022: 
Q3, 2021 Performance Review

• Engineering Services 
Department to evaluate 
and re-engineer the current 
tendering process to identify 
areas for improvement and 
support actions plans for 
implementation. 

• HRD shall arrange and 
facilitate meetings with 
each department with low 
Qatarization performance 
to improve Qatarization 
performance.

• Quality and Safety 
Department to analyze, 
discuss and agree on a new 
KPI target for 2022, for 
Projects Affairs and Assets 
Affairs, for the recycling 
KPI, based on 2020, 2021 
performance trends, and the 
feasibility & availability of 
materials for recycling 

Affairs and 
Departmental 
Rolling plan for 
2022-2026

All Affairs and Departments of 
Ashghal are updating their rolling 
plans for 2022-2026, including 
the strategic objectives, KPIs, 
and targets.

Reporting 
Progress on 
NDS2 Initiatives
Ashghal is in the process of 
submitting the progress report 
of the National development 
strategy Initiatives for Q4, 2021 
to the Ministry of Municipality 
and Environment (MME). The 
report contains updates regarding 
projects and initiatives under 
the “Intermediate Outcomes” 
of NDS2 related to the areas 
of Sustainability, Recycling and 
“Integrated Water Management”.

At the wake of Ashghal’s 
successful attainment of 
‘Recognized for Excellence 3 star’ 
in 2021 by the EFQM, Ashghal has 
continued to thrive and sustain 
higher levels of performance in 
its pursuit for Excellence. The 
current goal is to achieve 5 Star 
recognition by 2023. 

The past few months, the Planning 
& Quality Department conducted 
several workshops and training 
sessions on the EFQM model & 
at several levels (management, 
departmental focal points & 
general for all staff). Additionally, 
specialized trainings were delivered 
such as EFQM Foundation course & 
Organizational Change leader. 
 
Several excellence & improvement 
initiatives have emerged & assigned 
to concerned departments. It has 
been communicated & continuous 
meetings are being held to facilitate 
and ensure proper implementation. 

With the help and support 
of Ashghal Affairs Directors, 
Department Managers & 
employees, & the ongoing efforts to 
continuously improve our systems, 
we are confident in Ashghal’s ability 
to achieve our excellence objectives.

Ashghal 
Preparing for 
Excellence 5 Star 
Recognition 

Ashghal 
Wide ISO 
Certification 
Project 

As part of Ashghal Wide 
ISO Certification Project and 
requirements of ISO 9001:2015, 
ISO 14001:2015 & ISO 
45001:2018 standards, the 
External Surveillance Assessment 
for ISO 14001:2015 & ISO 
45001:2018 was conducted by 
DNV GL Certification Body in 
October 2021. The ISO 9001:2015 
Surveillance Assessment was also 
conducted by Intertek Certification 
Body in December 2021. Planning 
& Quality Department are 
coordinating with the concerned 
departments to ensure all findings 
are closed out in a timely manner.

The Management Review meeting 
was conducted in November 2021 
with the Top Management by 
Planning & Quality Department 
to review the effectiveness of the 
Corporate Quality, Health & Safety 
and Environmental Management 
systems of Ashghal. 

Eng. Jamal Sharida Al-Kaabi, 
Manager of Planning & Quality 
Department in Ashghal said: 
“The Management Review assists 
in the continuous improvement & 
achievement of the strategic goals 
of the authority related to Quality, 
Health & Safety & Environmental 
Management Systems.”

Newly Published 
Processes
01 June - 31 
December 2021 

For the period of 01 June - 31 
December 2021, the following 
Business Processes & Corporate 
Policies were finalised and 
published on Blueworks Live:

Newly Published Processes:
Engineering Services 
Department
• Manage Contract Closure 
Drainage Networks Operations 
and Maintenance Department              
• Manage drainage Billing 

Complaints
Information Systems 
Department
• Fulfill ISD Service Requests
Quality and Safety Department                                                                                                           
• Facilitate Research Project    
Planning & Quality Department                                                                                                                         
• Develop a New Business 

Process                                            
• Update & Improve Business 

Process
• Manage Nonconformance 
• Manage Lessons Learned 
Newly Published Policies:
Technical Office
• Corporate Stakeholders Policy
Quality and Safety Department                                                                                                                      
 •  Projects Quality Policy                                         
Planning & Quality Department                                                                                                                         
•   Business Continuity 
Management Policy 
• Enterprise Risk Management 

Policy
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CUSTOMER SERVICE

CUSTOMER 
SERVICE

Contact Centre Quality Score
End-user accuracy percentage for Service Delivery

Ashghal’s Most Utilized 
Communication 
Channels
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E Customer service team played an important and 
pivotal role during the Arab Cup Championship 
by receiving customer inquiries regarding the 
closure and processing entry permit requests to 
Corniche area during closure.

Customer Service Team Key 
Player in Corniche Closure 
During Arab Cup 

116
number of entry 
permit requests
to Corniche Area
during Closure
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CUSTOMER SERVICE

KEY
HIGHLIGHTS

Roads
Infrastructure
Projects

Completion of 50 
Parking to Serve 
the 2021 Arab Cup
with a total capacity 
of more than 
51,000 cars and 
5,600 buses.
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EXPRESSWAY
PROGRAMME

Ashghal started construction works on Mebaireek Interchange and 
upgrading of Khalid Bin Ahmed Interchange, known as Industrial 
Intersection on Salwa Road.

Ashghal begins works on Mebaireek 
Interchange, Upgrades Khalid Bin Ahmed 
Interchange on Salwa Road

Eng. Noah Al-Joof from the Highway Projects Department at Ashghal 
explained prominent features of the project and it include distinctive 
construction methods such as use of precast steel beams to reduce closure of 
underpass at Al Furousiya and Salwa Interchange.
 
Engineer Noah Al-Joof added saying, it is planned to rely on local materials and 
local manufacturers in the project work, for lighting poles, traffic signs, sewage 
pipes, rainwater drainage pipes, asphalt and precast hard materials including 
manholes, concrete and steel. The target percentage of local components of the 
project is 80%, within the framework of Ashghal’s strategic initiative to support 
local manufacturers in accordance with the Ta’heel Initiative launched in 2017.
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The project aims to enhance traffic flow on Salwa 
Road for commuters heading to Industrial Area 
and the surrounding areas such as Ain Khaled, 
Al Murrah, New Fereej Al Ghanim, Muaither, Al 
Sailiya, Mebaireek and Abu Nakhlah. The project is 
due by the third quarter of 2022.

Mebaireek Interchange 
Ashghal will build a new two-level interchange 
between Al Sailiya Interchange and Mesaieed 
Interchange.The proposed interchange includes 
two main bridges, 300 meters long each, with 
several exit points, loops and accesses to local 
roads connected to the new interchange, 
facilitating traffic movement in all directions.

The works of the new intersection include 
construction of bypass roads and local roads 
with a total length of about 5 km, in addition to 
construction of 6 km of pedestrian paths only - 
there are no bicycle paths around this Interchange, 
whereas the area of tree plantation on both sides 
of the intersection is about 12,000 sqm only.

Converting Khalid bin Ahmad R/A to Signal-
controlled Intersection
The upgrade project includes development and 
expansion of Khalid Bin Ahmed Interchange, 
converting the roundabout into a signal-controlled 
intersection to connect Salwa Road, Al Furousiya 
Street and East Industrial Street. The signal-

controlled intersection will consist of six lanes with 
many entry-exit points, 3 km long connection 
roads, besides tree planation over an approximated 
area of 38,000 sqm. 

It is also certain that Mebaireek Interchange will 
play major role during FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 
for fans arriving by road, as it is the only land route 
for neighboring countries to the State of Qatar.

Interchange provides
alternate route to 

Al Sailiya Interchange 

New Two Level
Interchange

5 km long
local roads 

Two main bridges 
300 meters each

Serves Mebaireek and
Al Sailiya 

Capacity: 8500 
vehicles per hours

Travel flow in 
both directions

Mebaireek Interchange cuts travel time by 50%
Improved traffic 

flow and traffic safety 
Interchange expansion R/A transformed 

to signal-controlled
intersection

Capacity increased 
from 5000 cars/hour 

to 8500 cars/hour

Connects neighborhood 
areas of Industrial Area, 
Ain Khaled, Al Manaseer 

and Muaither  

Al Sanaiya Interchange cuts travel time by 80% 
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Ashghal announced that “Pearl 
Intersection” has partially opened 
on Al Wakra Main Road following 
the conversion of roundabout into 
a signalized intersection to channel 
traffic to Doha and Mesaieed Cities, as 
part of Al Wakra Main Road Upgrade 
Project, in coordination with the 
General Directorate of Traffic.

Engineer Saleh Al Sheibah From the Highway 
Project Department confirmed that 85% of 
Al Wakra Main Road Upgrade Project has been 
completed which upon completion will improve traffic 
between Doha, Al Wakra and the southern areas.

Al Sheibah unveiled the fact that new Al Wukair 
intersection is complete and scheduled to be opened 
by end of July. “The opening of the two lanes new 
Al Wukair intersection on Al Wakra Main Road to 
connect Al Wakra Road and Mesaieed Road on the 
direction towards the Pearl roundabout and Doha.”, 
he added. 

Ashghal Partially Opens “Pearl 
Intersection” at Al Wakra Main Road

The opening included two lanes out of three lanes 
in each direction on both directions of Al Wakra 
Main Road towards Al Wakra Souq intersection 
on one hand and on the intersection constructed 
above Al Wakra Tunnel on the other.

“Pearl Intersection” is a major link where it is 
located at the Northern entrance of Al Wakra to 
channel the traffic in both directions of Doha and 
Al Wakra to facilitate access to the southern and 
Northern parts of Al Wakra City.

Saleh Al Shaibah pointed out that the opening 
of “Pearl Intersection” is a continuation of 
the project’s works of converting the main 
roundabouts to signalized intersections along 

Al-Wakra Road. “The construction works for 
the conversion of the “Peral roundabout” to 
signalized intersection commenced following the 
opening of intersections of Al Jabal, Al Wakra 
Souq and intersection above Al Wakra Tunnel to 
signalized intersection.” Al Sheibah added. 

To ease completion of work at Pearl Intersection, 
transforming it from a roundabout to signalized 
intersection, Ashghal also moved the iconic 
Pearl structure to Al-Wakra Souq and reinstalled 
it near Al Farda Roundabout, within Ashghal’s 
strategy to develop and construct infrastructures 
while preserving the country's cultural heritage 
within the purview of Qatar National Vision 
2030.

85%
of Al Wakra Main

Road Upgrade 
Project has been 

completed

2 lanes
out of three lanes 
in each direction in 
each direction in Al 

Wakra Road 

opening
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Ashghal announced the commencement of works on the Roads and 
Infrastructure Project in West Al Meshaf, Package 9 which aims to 
develop internal streets in the area and improve the traffic safety, 
as well as upgrade infrastructure facilities to respond to residents’ 
needs and urban growth in the future.

Eng. Fatema Salat, Project 
Manager in the Roads Projects 
Department: “The project works 
involve developing a road network 
with a total length of 39 km 
equipped with road safety features 
and street lighting as well as road 
signs and marks. The project also 
features a 7 km shared pedestrian 
& cycle track.”

Eng. Ahmed Al-Obaidly, Head of 
the Southern Area Section of the 
Roads Projects Department in 
Ashghal: "Upon its completion, the 
project will serve 1,144 residential 
plots in West Al Meshaf area, 
through the provision of upgraded 
infrastructure services including 
drainage networks, enhanced local 
streets and dedicated cycle and 
pedestrian paths to improve the 
traffic flow and provide connectivity 
to public amenities in the area.

The project is located in West of Al Meshaf 
Area, East of Mesaieed Road, North of Al 
Wukair Road and is bordered by Sheikh Saud bin 
Abdelrahman Street to the North and Al Wakra 
New Road to the East. The upgrading works will 

LOCAL AREAS 
INFRASTRUCTURE

PROGRAMME

Commencement of the Roads and 
Infrastructure Project in West Al 
Meshaf, Package 9

be implemented into three geographical zones 
which will be carried out successively, where the 
duration of all phases will be three years. Full 
completion of the project is scheduled for 
Q3, 2024.

39
km

Total Road

1,144
Residential

Plots

7 km
Shared Pedestrian 

and cycle paths

18 km
TSE Networks

51 km
Surface and 

groundwater network

1 km
Foul and sewer 

network

Project Benefits
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Ashghal announced commencement of works of the Roads and 
Infrastructure Development Project in Abu Sidra and Fereej Al 
Manaseer areas. The project aims to develop roads and internal 
streets in the area with increased traffic safety, besides developing 
infrastructure facilities to respond to the requirements of 
population growth and anticipated urban development.

The project is located west of Al Furousiya Street in 
Al Rayyan Zone and east of Tuwar Al Heraithi Street. 
It also borders with Salah El Din Street to the South 
and Al Sailiya Road to the North. The project work is 

Roads and Infrastructure Development 
Project Works Kickoff at Abu Sidra 
and Fereej Al Manaseer

divided into three geographical areas to be worked 
in phases, and the implementation of each phase 
takes one year, as it is planned that the complete 
delivery of this project will be in the Q4, 2024.

Eng. Fahad Mohammad Al Otaibi, Head of Western Area Projects at 
Ashghal's Roads Projects Department, stated that upon completion, the 
project will serve 817 citizens’ plots in Abu Sidra and Fereej Al Manaseer areas, 
as the project will provide advanced infrastructure services such as sewage 
networks, roads, internal streets, and pedestrian paths that will enhance the 
flow of traffic besides providing connectivity with public utilities.

40
km

Total Road

817
Residential

Plots

65 km
Shared Pedestrian 

and cycle paths

24.4 km
TSE networks

29.5 km
Surface and 

groundwater network

11.8 km
Foul sewer 
network

Project Benefits

5,972
Parking slots

24.4 km
Potable water 

network
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Ashghal announced the commencement of development works 
on the Roads and Infrastructure Project in Al Sheehaniya, Package 
1, which aims to develop local internal streets with high safety 
performance as well as infrastructure utilities. This will enable the 
citizens to build their own houses and the new project will cater to 
their needs as well as cope with urban growth in the future. 

The project is located in Al Sheehaniya area, to the 
south of Dukhan Highway, and about 34 km to the 
northwest of Doha city center. Project works are 
divided into four geographical zones which will be 

Ashghal launches Roads and 
Infrastructure Project in Al Sheehaniya, 
Package 1 

carried out successively, and the duration of each 
phase is set to one year each, where the project is 
scheduled to be fully completed in the 2nd quarter 
of 2024. 

Eng. Fahad Mohammad Al Otaibi, Head of Western Area Projects at 
Ashghal's Roads Projects Department: "Upon completion, the project 
will serve 322 citizens’ plots in Al Sheehaniya. It will provide fully developed 
infrastructure utilities comprising a road network of local streets and pedestrian 
and cycle paths as well as drainage network. The project will enhance traffic 
flow in the area and provide connectivity with public facilities to cope with the 
residents’ requirements in the future.” 

18.5 km
Shared Pedestrian 

and cycle paths

7.9 km
TSE networks

23.6 km
Storm water and groundwater 

drainage network

13.4 km
Foul sewer 
network

Project Benefits

2,500
Parking slots

7.7 km
Potable water 

network

10 km
Length of roads

322
Plots delivered

10
km

Total Road
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Ashghal announced the opening of all streets within the Roads and 
Infrastructure Project in Doha Industrial Area (DIA) - Package 4, as 
part of the authority’s commitment to implement its plan to provide 
a well-developed road network and fully-integrated services of 
infrastructure utilities.

Opening of All Streets within Package 
Four of the Roads and Infrastructure 
Project in Doha Industrial Area

Eng. Mohammed Al-Yafei, Ashghal’s Project Engineer in the Southern 
Areas Section in Ashghal’s Roads Projects Department, stressed “the 
importance of the projects carried out by Ashghal in the Industrial Area and the 
efficient role they will play once finished in boosting the movement of people 
and goods, and facilitating transportation and connectivity with main roads and 
expressways to cope with the economic development in Qatar.”

Eng. Al-Yafei added: “The Authority has previously announced that Packages 1, 
2 and 6 were completed, and that roads in these packages were open to traffic. 
Collectively they serve about 2,000 plots and provide 76 km of roads.”

9
km

Road works 679
Plots delivered
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As part of Package 4 scope, upgrading works 
included infrastructure development in addition to 
developing main roads like Al-Wakalat Street and 
Al-Karajat Street, along with other intersecting 
streets located in between, like Streets nos. 23, 
25, 26, and 28. This comes as part of Ashghal’s 
commitment to improve traffic flow and ease 
congestion in the Industrial Area.

Speaking about the benefits of the project, Eng. 
Mohammed Al-Yafei, said: “The development 

works in this package serve 679 plots, including 
retail stores and workshops, as they provide 
access to shops and residential properties.” It is 
worth noting that the authority relied on local 
manufacturers and materials in most of the project's 
works, with the local component comprising 90% 
of total materials used. Qatari resources will be 
used to supply items such as gabbro, lighting poles 
and lamps, road signs, foul sewer and stormwater 
pipes, concrete and precast manholes, in addition 
to concrete and reinforcing steel.

16.3 km
Storm water & groundwater 

drainage network

849
Parking slots

11
New signalized

intersections
Road Marking 

and Signs

286
Street Lights
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Completion of 50 Parking Lots
within 3 Months to Serve the 
2021 Arab Cup

Ashghal has announced completion of construction works of 50 new 
parking lots to serve sports events of the 2021 Arab Cup and the FIFA 
World Cup Qatar 2022, with a total capacity of more than 51,000 cars 
and 5,600 buses on a total area covering approximately 3 million 
square metres, in coordination and cooperation with the Supreme 
Committee for Delivery & Legacy (SC) and other service entities.

Eng. Yousef Al Emadi, Projects Affairs Director at Ashghal clarified that the 
Authority has placed projects and works that serve sports facilities among its top 
priorities, as the sites for the 2021 Arab Cup have already been handed over in 
coordination with the concerned authorities in the country, which constitute 70% 
of the preparations for the 2022 World Cup. He added that work is underway on 
the remaining sites according to the scheduled timetables.

50
Parking areas to
serve Arab Cup

56,000
Parking lot capacity

for cars & buses
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Eng. Abdulaziz Ali Al Mawlawi, Host Country 
Mobility Operations Director at the Supreme 
Committee for Delivery & Legacy, stated that 
SC is coordinating on regular basis with Ashghal 
and all other concerned entities in the state to 
ensure the successful organisation of the 2021 
Arab Cup and upcoming sport events, and that 
the completed parking lots would facilitate access 
of football fans to the stadiums, public transport 
network and the Metro.

Eng. Abdullah Ahin, Designs Department 
Manager at Ashghal, said: “A team was 
formed within the Designs Department to 
complete the designs for these sites as soon as 
possible to meet the priorities of the SC, and also 
to enable those involved in implementation from 
all Ashghal departments to complete the work 
according to the established timetables.”

The new parking locations include dedicated 
parking lots for cars, buses and taxis, and were 
implemented within just three months. New 
parking spaces were provided, to facilitate 
fans’ access to the stadiums, avoid congestion 
and improve traffic movement in the areas 
surrounding the stadiums during matches.

Ashghal handed over the new parking lots to 
the SC to manage their operation during the 

sports events in coordination with the concerned 
authorities at the Ministry of Interior.

Within its strategy to qualify local contractors and 
manufacturers, Ashghal has sought support of 
Qatari contractors to carry out all parking works, 
and the percentage of local components used 
amounted to more than 80 percent of the total 
materials used for the parking lots.

17
Park & Ride

P.R
.

26
Parking areas 

dedicated to the 
stadium

4
Training site

 parking

3
Multipurpose

areas
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Temporary Expansion Works at Abu 
Samra Border Crossing Completed

The Public Works Authority ‘Ashghal’ has announced completion 
of the temporary works related to the upgrade and development 
project of Bu Samra Border Crossing, in cooperation with the 
Permanent Committee for the Management of Abu Samra Border 
Port of the Ministry of Interior, to facilitate entry of arrivals coming 
to Qatar, ahead of the FIFA Arab Cup 2021. This will enable the 
expansion of the main port to increase the capacity before the start 
of FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022.

Eng. Ahmed Mohammed Al Obaidly, Head of Southern Areas Section at the Roads 
Projects Department at Ashghal, said that the upgrade and development works of Abu 
Samra were implemented within the first phase of the project, it included turning the arrival 
tracks into registration and PCR test points for the Ministry of Public Health, kiosks for 
payment, as well as 12 tracks for the Emigration Department. It also included construction of 
additional inspection yard that can accommodate 32 vehicles at a time for customs, 4 tracks 
for vehicle insurance, and 4 tracks for final checking before entering the country.
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Ashghal Honors Distinguished 
Contractors and Consultants of Roads 
Projects Department

The Public Works Authority ‘Ashghal’ honored the contractors 
and consultants of Road Projects Department in an event held 
on Thursday, 4 November 2021 at the Authority’s headquarters. 
The honor is for their success and excellence in winning the Best 
Engineering Practices initiative launched by Ashghal. The initiative 
aims at motivating the implementing companies and consultant firms 
to implement best practices and achieve the Ashghal’s strategy to 
implement the best international standards.

Eng. Saoud Al-Tamimi, Roads Projects Department Manager at Ashghal opened the 
honoring event. He welcomed the attendees and congratulated the winners, lauding their 
efforts in the success of this initiative implemented in several projects over various engineering 
fields such as safety, quality, effective implementation etc. Eng. Saoud Al Tamimi stated that 
the Best Engineering Practices initiative comes in the context of Ashghal’s efforts to constantly 
improve mechanisms and working modalities in the project sites, and to disseminate best 
practices applicable to all projects, besides consolidating values and objectives of Ashghal’s 
strategy in raising quality and applying best international standards in all fields.

About 18 contractors and consultants within nine 
road projects have participated in the initiative and 
they submitted their contributions to the department 
with detailed clarifications and explanations of best 
practices in their fields of expertise.

After studying the participations and reviewing 
the works done by the participating companies, 
four projects were announced as winners and the 
implementing companies were honored for best 
performers of the initiative. 

The winners were selected based on the extent 
to which they exhibit being a role model that 
can be followed and based on how much the 
practices they are applying can be shared across 
all projects. This criteria was judged based 
on records and references documenting the 
successful experiences and initiatives.

The first place went to the road construction 
project around Al Rayyan Stadium that won 
in the field of Handing Over. This project was 
implemented by Al Jaber Engineering Company 
and supervised by Dar Al Handasah. 

The second place went to the Roads and 
Infrastructure Development Project in Al Ebb and 

Leabaib, Package One in the field of Workers Welfare, 
implemented by Qatar Trading and Contracting Group 
under the supervision of Arcadis Company. 

The third place in the field of Quality was 
awarded to the Roads and Infrastructure 
Development Project in West Al-Mashaf, Package 
One, implemented by Saisir and Medgulf JV under 
the supervision of Dorsch Group Qatar. 

The third place also went to the Roads & Infrastructure 
Development Project in Al-Mearad and Southwest 
Muaither for Lean Construction, implemented by 
Petroserve and supervised by CDM Smith.
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Ashghal’s Local Areas Infrastructure 
Programme Won the “International 
Green Apple Awards 2021”

The award was received by Eng. Saoud Al Tamimi, 
Manager of Roads Projects Department (RPD) at 
Ashghal and Eng. Noor Ashkanani, Project Engineer, in 
a ceremony that took place on 15th November 2021 in 
London at the Royal Horseguards Hotel. 

Eng. Saoud Al Tamimi added that RPD has 
implemented innovative tools to accurately 
record and monitor its total carbon impacts and 
reductions and initiated the establishment of 
key construction material recycling yards that 
significantly increased resource efficiency and 
reduced required transportation distances. 

Eng. Al Tamimi then highlighted that resource 
efficiency, sustainability reporting and 
enhancing competitiveness of organizations, 
drive RPD’s continual improvement. Through 
the implementation of such best practices, the 
Local Areas Infrastructure Programme achieved 

43% recycled materials in 
completed construction works up 

to September 2021

Reduced a total of 121,673 tonnes 
(CO2e) carbon emissions

5,384,898 tonnes 
of recycled 

materials included 
in construction 

works 

3,648,695 m³ 
of groundwater 

recycled into 
construction 

works 

3,346 tonnes 
of non-

hazardous 
waste 

recycled

711 tonnes 
of waste tyres 
recycled into 
crumb rubber 

(CRMB) 

8,195,508 
tonnes of 

construction 
waste diverted 
from landfill 

73,350 tonnes of 
carbon emissions 
reduced through 
efficient material 
transportation

43% use-rate of recycled materials in completed 
construction works up to September 2021 and 
reduced a total of 121,673 tonnes (CO2e) carbon.

Eng. Noor Ashkhanai, RPD Project Engineer, 
said “RPD promoted a culture of sustainability 
and environmental best practices among all its 
parties and worked relentlessly on enhancing the 
competitiveness of organizations through staff 
involvement of RPD team, the contractors and 
supervision consultants, and through hosting 
rewarding initiatives such as the Best Champion 
Projects Initiative and Ashghal’s Annual Green 
Award initiative.”
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The new roads provide two entrances to the 
Legtaifiya station; the first is from Lusail Road and 
the second is from the Pearl Road. These roads 
contribute to facilitating access to the station and 
other health and recreational facilities in the area.
This opening comes as part of Ashghal’s efforts 

to develop the transportation network in Qatar, 
enhance the integration between the road network 
and the rail network, and facilitate traffic. The 
new roads serve Legtaifiya station within the Doha 
Metro Red Line and the recently opened Lusail 
Tram Line.

ROADS
PROJECTS

Ashghal announced the completion of all landscaping 
works and construction of roads surrounding Legtaifiya 
Station with a length of 2.2 km, and opening them to 
traffic. The works are part of the Road Improvement Works 
in Various Areas in Greater Doha project (Phase 6), and 
included providing a shared pedestrian and bicycle path, 
and planting trees and green spaces in around the station.

Completion of Beautification and Road 
Works around Legtaifiya Station

1KM
TSE Lines

1.2 KM
Foul Networks 

272 LED
Softscape and 

hardscape lights

48
Street Lights

17,000 Sqm
Green Spaces

192
Trees

Seating Area 210
Car Parkings

Project Outputs

2.2
Kilometres
Road Works

3.3
Kilometres

Shared Pedestrian
& Cycle Paths
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The authority had previously opened part of the 
roads with the start of operation of the Doha 
Metro Red Line to serve the station and its visitors.

In addition to the implementation of road 
works with a length of 2.2 km, a 3.3 km shared 
pedestrian and bicycle path was provided, and 
192 trees were planted, in addition to providing 
17,000 sqm of green spaces. The area around the 
Legtaifiya station was also provided with seating 

for visitors, and parking for bicycles. This comes as 
part Ashghal’s efforts to increase green areas and 
encouraging exercise in green spaces.

The project also included the implementation 
of infrastructure works including about 1.2 km 
of sewage network, and 2 km of surface and 
storm water drainage lines, in addition to 1 km of 
treated water lines to be used for irrigation.

Works also included the provision of advanced 
lighting systems, as 48 street lighting poles were 
installed, in addition to 272 LED lights on the 
floors and on the stairs in the area surrounding 
the station to give an aesthetic look to the green 
area in general. In addition, 210 parking spaces 
were provided, as well as crossings for people with 
special needs.

In the context of supporting local materials and 
manufacturers, the percentage of local materials 
in the project reached 80% of its total works, 
as materials and elements such as lighting 
poles, lamps, directional boards, traffic signs, 
sewage pipes, rainwater drainage, asphalt and 
prefabricated manholes were supplied. In addition 
to concrete, rebar and other materials.

Eng. Mooza Mohamed Al Sowaidi, Head of Doha City Section in the Roads 
Projects Department, said that Ashghal was keen to speed up the pace of work 
to complete the first phase of road works to coincide with the start of operation of 
the Doha Metro Red Line, and to complete all works including roads, beautification, 
parking lots, and others, with the opening of the first phase of Lusail Tram services at 
Legtaifiya Station.

Eng. Mooza added that the importance of the project lies in strengthening the 
connection with both the metro and tram lines and facilitating access to them, in 
addition to enhancing the integration between the road network and the public 
transport network.
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Ashghal completed improving the road safety features 
surrounding 538 schools across the country, accounting 
for 92.6% of the total number of schools included in 
the School Zone Safety Programme, as part of Ashghal’s 
preparation for the new academic year 2021 - 2022.

Ashghal Enhances Traffic Safety for 
538 Schools in Various Areas Across 
the Country

Eng. Hassen Al Hamadi, Head of Highways Operation & Maintenance 
Section, said that Ashghal continues to implement a comprehensive and 
continuous plan with international standards to ensure road safety features are 
in place on the roads surrounding schools, thus enhancing security and safety 
of students, parents and staff. Ashghal gives this programme high priority, as it 
is one of the key elements to achieve the National Road Safety Strategy (2018 - 
2022). It aims to ease traffic congestions in these areas, separate vehicles from 
pedestrians and improve unpaved roads to achieve higher safety levels, ensuring 
safe entry and exit of students and parents from schools.

According to a study conducted by the Ministry 
of Education and Higher Education, Ashghal has 
coordinated with the Ministry of Interior and the 
National Road Safety Committee to identify school 
areas in need of development. This year's plan 
includes 581 schools spread across various areas in 
Qatar.

Safety plans are being implemented for 32 schools 
and plans have been completed for two additional 
schools, with work expected to commence as 
soon as necessary approvals are obtained from 
concerned entities in the country. In addition, road 
safety plans are being designed for 11 schools. It 
is worth noting that 100% of schools included in 
the School Zone Safety Programme are in different 
stages of implementation.

ROADS 
OPERATION & 
MAINTENANCE 
DEPARTMENT

Medians and 
roundabouts to 

manage traffic flow

Providing 
designated 
car parks

Directional signs to alert 
drivers about the presence of 

a school

Limiting the 
maximum speed 

to 30 km/h

Speed humps with 
particular specifications 

to reduce speed

Creating safe 
pedestrians 

paths 

Implementation and 
maintenance of special needs 

requirements on road 

Bright coloured rumble 
strips to alert drivers about 

school entrances 

7
Schools under

design

41
Schools under 

implementation

538 
Schools have 

safety measures

92.6
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Ashghal started implementing automatic pedestrian crossing sensor 
technology at some intersections for enhancing traffic safety of 
road users and to reduce traffic accidents.

Ashghal Implements Pedestrian 
Crossing Sensor Technology at 
Some Intersections

As part of the traffic control plans, Ashghal’s 
Roads Operation and Maintenance Department 
has developed a new technology to monitor 
pedestrian traffic based on the number of people 
present at some important intersections in Doha. 

The technology works through thermal sensors to 
sense the presence of pedestrians in the waiting 
area & automatically turns the pedestrian crossing 
signal on and control the timing of the wait 
according to the number of pedestrian crossing.

This newly developed technology is applied on 
some of the vital intersections including Doha 
City Center, Nasser Bin Khaled Intersection, Al 

Jasra Intersection, Wadi Al Sail Intersection, Fire 
Station Intersection, Al Khaleej Intersection and Al 
Diwan Intersection. Soon, the application will be 
implemented across other areas in Qatar.

The cutting-edge technology incorporates 3D 
stereoscopic vision with infrared illumination of 
the area to automatically detect pedestrians and 
recall the green signal to prioritise crossing of 
pedestrians and cyclists. This technology works 
round the clock and covers large areas within 4x2 
meters to monitor the pedestrian waiting area at 
the crossings and gives priority to movement of 
pedestrians and cyclists if necessary. 

Eng. Abdulla Al Khalaf from the Roads Operation and Maintenance Department 
commented, “Ashghal is working on developing roads implementing unique solutions 
for safer and efficient road crossings, using international best practices and advanced 
technologies, in line with the State’s strategy to achieve sustainable development. We 
are in the process of expanding use of this technology at all intersections with pedestrian 
crossings, to ensure enhanced traffic safety for pedestrians and vehicles at crossings.”
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As part of the preventive operation and maintenance plans for 
the roads network in Qatar, the Public Works Authority ‘Ashghal’ 
has applied the latest technologies to scan asphalt using three-
dimensional radar (3D-GPR) to inspect lower layers of roads, 
bridges and the sewage network.

Ashghal implements advanced
3D-GPR System for Road Inspection

3D-GPR System for Road Inspection Ashghal implements advanced

In this context, Eng. Mohammed Al Khashabi from the Roads Operation 
and Maintenance Department said: “Ashghal uses this proactive approach 
to control the spread of these defects on the asphalt surface, thus reducing the 
impact on traffic, enhancing safety and traffic flow on roads, and reducing cost 
of roads operation and maintenance.”

He further added that some benefits of this system also include developing 
maps of infrastructure and utilities, bridge conditions, and voids under roads.  

The Roads Operation and Maintenance 
Department at Ashghal has recently applied 
this advanced technology on Al Asiri Bridge 
(known as Midmac Bridge) and other vital sites in 
Qatar including highways, main roads and local 
roads, within a comprehensive operation and 
maintenance plan to identify and explore voids and 
defects in the road layers at an early stage before 
they appear on the surface.

The radar beams penetrate the surface layers 
of asphalt to reach the lower layers in order 
to identify any shortcomings or gaps in the 
foundations before they appear on the surface. 
The deep scanning process is carried out with 

a high accuracy of up to four meters below the 
surface of the earth.

How GPR Works?
The three-dimensional radar (3D-GPR) works with 
high-resolution and three-dimensional mapping 
under the road surface using variable frequency 
radar beams by transmitting radar waves and 
analyzing reflections from different layers under 
the earth's surface. The GPR radar device is 
installed on the vehicle and collects data at a speed 
of 20 km/hr. The data is also analyzed using the 
“Examiner” programme, where holes and other 
defects can be detected.
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PROJECTS OF THE SUPERVISORY COMMITTEE OF
BEAUTIFICATION OF ROADS & PUBLIC PLACES IN QATAR

Supervisoy Committee of Beautification of Roads 
and Public Places Opens Al Gharrafa Park

The Supervisory Committee of Beautification of Roads and Public Places 
in Qatar announced opening of Al Gharrafa Park to public. The park is 
considered as one of the new central parks that serve residents in multiple 
areas, including Al Gharrafa, Garrafat Al-Rayyan, Izghawa, Al Kharaitiyat, 
Al Luqta and Al-Rayyan. The Park is located in Al Gharrafa on an area of 
about 50,000 m2 to serve around 3000 daily visitors of all age groups.

Eng. Muhammad Arqoub Al-Khalidi, Chairman of the Supervisory Committee of 
Beautification of Roads and Public Places in Qatar, said “opening of the first park that 
includes air-conditioned tracks is a great achievement that we are proud of, and we have been 
keen to provide the park designed to be a tourist and recreational destination for all the people 
and visitors of Qatar, with separate cyclist path, areas for sports and large green spaces, to 
encourage visitors to follow a healthy lifestyle.”

Ashghal is working on implementing the 
projects of the Supervising Committee for 
Beautification of Roads and Public Places in 
Qatar including construction of parks, green 
spaces and planting trees in various parts of the 
country in line with the government strategy to 
achieve environmental sustainability, one of the 
important pillars of Qatar national development 
strategy to achieve Qatar National Vision 2030.

Eng. Yousef Abdul 
Rahman Al Emadi, 
Director of Projects Affairs 
at Ashghal 

Park Video
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PROJECTS OF THE SUPERVISORY COMMITTEE OF
BEAUTIFICATION OF ROADS & PUBLIC PLACES IN QATAR

Al Gharrafa Park has a special design with 
Islamic features inspired by Al-Mashrabiya, to 
give visitors wonderful impressions of the park. 

Whereas flat colors are chosen in designing 
the pedestrian path to give visitors a feeling of 
calm and serenity, and bright colors are chosen 
in designing cyclist path and children’s games 
to give feeling of freshness and vitality.

Eng. Yasmine 
Al Sheikh, 
Project Design 
Manager

Major Works of Al Gharrafa Park Project

Al Gharrafa park, the first of its kind in this area is 
situated overlooking Umm Al-Zubair Street, and 
it serves people of Al-Gharrafa and surrounding 
areas, providing a healthy environmental outlet 
away from the daily routine life and containing 
various services and utilities for all visiting age 

groups. The park is located on an area of about 
50,000 square meters, and the works included 
planting 343 trees, making it good outlet for 
visitors, especially for families of Al-Gharrafa 
area, with air-conditioned pedestrian tracks with 
a length of 657 meters; another 639-meter bike 
path, enabling park goers to walk during the hot 
summer, in addition to establishing two exercise 

areas equipped with fitness equipment, and two 
children’s play areas divided according to age 
groups from 2-5 years and 6-12 years, considering 
children with special needs as well and promoting 
the growth and well-being of children. The Park is 
also provided with various service kiosks such as 4 
restaurant kiosks, bicycle rental kiosk, green wall 
in the facades of male and female toilet building, 

bicycle parking, as well as garden furniture from 
locally manufactured fiber-concrete benches 
made of GRC and glass-reinforced plastics (GRP), 
garbage cans, shades and drinking water basins. 
The locally made materials used in the works 
include cycling tracks, pavement Interlock, shot 
plastered, granite floors, and installation of 47 
light poles to enable night visits to the park.

Integrated air conditioning system for pedestrian 
and jogging tracks in Al Gharrafa Park to ensure 
temperature between 26°C and 28°C.

Eng. Majed Al-
Maadadi,
Project Manager

Building airconditioned cooling system along 
pedestrian- jogging tracks in Al Gharafa Park 
is first ever in Qatar and the region.

Eng. Abdul Hakim 
Al Hashimi, 
Head of Public 
Projects Section
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PROJECTS OF THE SUPERVISORY COMMITTEE OF
BEAUTIFICATION OF ROADS & PUBLIC PLACES IN QATAR

The Supervisory Committee of Beautification of Roads and Public Places in 
Qatar announced the commencement of works for installing 1440 palm-
frond designed light poles to decorate Corniche Road. These works are 
expected to be completed by the third quarter of 2022.

The light poles utilize LED bulbs to point out 
the beauty of their design during nighttime. 
Further, the light poles will be installed along a 
distance reaching 10KM on the Corniche road, 
as they will be distributed in the middle and on 
the side of the roads stretching from Ras Abou 
Aboud flyover, until the light signals adjacent 
to the Convention halls close to the Sheraton.

Engineer Hasan 
Al Ghanim,
Acting Head of 
External Highways

Put the idea of the palm frond, in cooperation 
with Eng. Ibrahim Al-Jaida, CEO of Arab 
Engineering Bureau (AEB), and LDC developed 
the palm frond design of the lighting units to 
decorate the Corniche Street with the beauty of 
palm frond, the triangular shape of palm trunks 
and random lengths of its leaves. 

Eng. Ahmed Al-Abdullah, 
Chairman of Board of 
Directors of Lightning
Design Company (LDC) 

• Decorating Corniche with 1440   
   palm frond shaped light poles
• Corniche Street’s lights to have  
   detailed beauty of palm frond, 
   triangular shaped palm trunks 
• Clarity of these designs to be 
   illuminated at night with special 
   lighting
• The light poles will form a distinct 
   artwork at the waterfront of Doha
• Extends 10km in length from 
    Ras Bu Abboud Bridge up to the 
   signal near to Doha Exhibition and 
   Convention Center (DECC)

Commencing works for the installation of 1440 
decorative light poles on Doha Corniche

Eng. Mohammad Arqoub Al Khaldi, Chairman of The Supervisory 
Committee of Beautification of Roads and Public Places in Qatar, said: 
The installation works of the light poles have commenced. The light poles are 
manufactured locally, using local raw materials. The design itself is inspired from 
palm fronds, which reflect the Qatari identity, thereby decorating the road with 
the beautiful shape of the palm fronds. This turns the light poles into artwork, 
which adds an exceptional appearance to Doha’s beachfront. 
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PROJECTS OF THE SUPERVISORY COMMITTEE OF
BEAUTIFICATION OF ROADS & PUBLIC PLACES IN QATAR

The Supervisory Committee of Beautification of Roads and Public Places 
in Qatar has announced the completion of main works on Al Daayen Park 
Project. During the event, students from Simaisma and Al Daayen Schools 
planted trees in the park, as part of “Qatar Beautification and Our Kids 
Planting Trees” campaign to “plant million trees”, implemented by the 
Committee in cooperation with the Ministry of Municipality.

Eng. Maryam Al Kuwari, Project Design Manager at the Supervisory 
Committee of Beautification of Roads and Public Places in Qatar, said that 
the park’s design is inspired by the meaning of the Arabic word Al-Daayen, which 
implies camel beauty and the resting place of caravans in the past, in addition to its 
location in Al-Daayen area in the northern part of Qatar, which was considered as a 
resting spot for caravans coming from the north or south of Qatar. She added that 
fancy lighting was added in the design, covering the service buildings to enhance 
the design concept of the park linking it to the Qatari identity with shining lights on 
metal partitions to reflect shades, and depicting movement of caravan behind its 
herdsman. The fancy lights also provide a unique spot for memorial photos, besides 
giving a distinctive outlook to the park.

Eng. Sarah Kafood, Deputy Chairman of 
Supervisory Committee of Beautification of 
Roads and Public Places in Qatar stated that 
the Committee is cooperating with Ministry of 
Municipality to increase green spaces in various 

areas in Qatar. Thus, large-scale land areas are 
allocated to build central parks, while smaller spaces 
are allocated to Al Furjan Parks and green plaza.

450
Trees

 25,000 m2

Green Area
39,000 m2

Park Area
 50

P ark Furniture
780 m

Cycle Paths 
760 m

Pedestrian Paths

Park Features:

• Services (Female Prayer Area, Toilets)
• Aesthetic Lighting
• Eligible for People with Special Needs
• Kids Area
• Sports Area
• Open Green Areas
• Pedestrian, Jogging and Cyclist Paths
• Family Seating Areas

Completion of Main Works on Al Daayen Park Project 
Students of Simaisma and Al Daayen Schools Participate 
in Planting Trees

Park Video
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PROJECTS OF THE SUPERVISORY COMMITTEE OF
BEAUTIFICATION OF ROADS & PUBLIC PLACES IN QATAR

The Supervisory Committee Of Beautification Of 
Roads And Public Places In Qatar announced the 
completion of Shura Plaza works, which includes 
the construction of a decorative hoarding displaying 
artwork by a Qatari artist. The artwork itself is a 
inspired by the concept of “Shura” among people, 
that is in cooperation with Qatar Museums.

Completion of works on Shura Plaza
& Construction of a Decorative 
Hoarding

More than
100 Trees

 12,135 m2

Green Area
15,208 m2

Plaza Area

Shared 
Pathways

Eng. Maryam Al-Kuwari, Project Design Manager at the Supervisory Committee of 
Beautification of Roads and Public Places in Qatar explained that the Shura Plaza Project 
covers an area reaching up to 15,000 m2 with green areas covering 80% of the space, which is 
approximately 12,000 m2 of the plaza. The plaza has been designed in this crowded area to serve 
as a getaway for the residents and workers who wish to take a break in a green area away from 
closed spaces and stress. 

The concept of the artwork came after several 
discussions with the Committee, where it was 
agreed that the artwork reflects the proximity 
of the plaza to the Shura Council building, and 
also the solidarity of the people and their role 
in Qatari community. 

Artist Buthayna 
Al Zamman,
maker of the 
artwork on the 
Shura Plaza wall

The Shura Plaza Project is part of the 
Committee’s strategic plan, which aims to 
create spaces that encourage families to follow 
a healthy lifestyle. She further mentioned that 
an artwork has been added to the plaza as part 
of the Public Art initiatives in cooperation with 
Qatar Museums.

Eng. Sara Kafood,
Deputy Chairman of 
Supervisory Committee 
of Beautification of Roads 
and Public Places in Qatar

Main Features:

• The Plaza’s unique and distinctive design
• Vital location near the Shura Council
• Decorative Hoarding with a design 
   inspired by the “Shura” 
• Open plaza and sitting areas
• Eco-friendly materials 
• Reliance on local materials

Park Video
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Increasing the 
capacity of four 
pumping stations 
by 61% to 212%

KEY
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Drainage
Infrastructure 
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As part of its continuous efforts to provide sustainable solutions 
to improve the country’s sewage networks according to the best 
International standards, Ashghal announced completion of the 
Refurbishment and Upgrading Works for Four Sewage Pumping 
Stations Project.

Ashghal Completed the Refurbishment 
and Upgrading of Four Sewage 
Pumping Stations in Doha

The project aimed at increasing the capacity of 
four pumping stations located in vital areas within 
Doha, namely New Slata, Al Mansoura, Al Messila, 
and Al Rayyan, between 61% and 212%, in order 
to accommodate current and future sewage flows 
within these important areas, and to cope with the 
future development and population growth.

In addition, the project included the 
decommissioning of Ras Abu Abboud Pumping 
Station, which was replaced with a new gravity 
sewer line.

DRAINAGE
PROJECTS

161%

Increasing the Pumping 
Stations’ Capacity

Project Benefits

• Accommodates current & 
future sewage flows within 
these areas

• Sewage pumping processes 
done according to 
environmental assessment 
standards 

• Installation of new equipment 
& construction of a new Odour 
Control Unit (OCU)

61%

212%
Al Messila PS
from 4,500 to 14,000 m3/day

New Slata PS
from 5,350 to 8,640 m3/day

Al Rayyan PS
from 1,800 to 4,750 m3/day

Al Mansoura PS
Upgrading All Equipment & 
Enhancing Operations Construction of a New 

Gravity Sewer Line in 
Ras Abu Abboud

Eng. Shouq Ibrahim, from the Drainage 
Networks Projects Department at Ashghal, 
stated that the project was designed to ensure 
the preservation of the environment, as all the 
pumping processes are done according to the 
environmental assessment standards.

Eng. Shouq added that the upgrade works at the 
fourth pumping station, located in Al Mansoura, 
included installation of new equipment and 
construction of a new OCU (Odour Control 
Unit) to enable more efficient operations and 
to prevent bad Odour at this location, as well 
as maintaining and upgrading of the MCC 
(Motor Control Center) and PLC (Programmable 
Logic control) SCADA system. Moreover, the 
GRP pipeline rising main was replaced with 
approximately 60m of Ductile main. 
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As part of its efforts to provide safe and eco-friendly sewage 
networks that meet the needs of residential and commercial areas 
around Qatar, Ashghal announced the completion of construction 
and start of operation of the sewage network in the inner Doha 
areas (Package 1), including Al Muntazah, Rawdat Al Khail Street, 
and New Slata up to Al Hilal area along C-Ring Road.

Ashghal Announces Completion of 
Construction & Start of Operation of the 
Sewage Network in Inner Doha Areas 
(Package 1)

Eng. Ali Mostafawi from the Drainage Networks Projects Department at 
Ashghal stated that the sewage network, which was built about twenty to thirty 
years ago in the interior areas (Inner Doha) with diametres between 150mm and 
200 mm, has been upgraded to start with a minimum of 300mm up to 600mm 
diametre, which will help avoid long-term leaks and will also contribute to 
reducing maintenance costs.

Ashghal took into account the expected increase in the population density during 
the 2022 World Cup events in terms of the number of residents in hotels and 
all places designated to serve visitors, and accordingly, the sewage network was 
renewed to accommodate the expected increase in the quantities of wastewater 
flows during this period.

خصائص المشروع:

24.5 كم
طول شبكة تصريف مياه
الصرف الصحي المطورة

855 مانهول 
صرف صحي جديد

12 كم
طول الوصالت
المنزلية الجديدة

Project Features:

24.5 km
Upgraded

Sewage Network

855
New Sewage Manhole

12 km
New House
Connections

Wadi Rasheeda St.

Rawdat Al Khail St.

Ibn Katheer St.

New Slata St.

Um Jarn St.

C-Ring Road
Holiday

Villa
Hotel

Al Hilal

Al Muntazah

Serving around 1,277 
plots in Al Muntazah, 
Rawdat Al Khail Street, 
New Slata, up to Al Hilal

Upgrading the sewage 
network in inner areas to start 

with a minimum of 300mm 
up to 600mm diametre

Accommodating the 
expected increase in 
wastewater flows 

during the 2022 World Cup

Enhancing efficiency of sewage 
network in eco-friendly 

manner & protecting soil & 
groundwater from pollution

Network Benefits
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Ashghal Constructs New TSE Filling Unit at 
Doha West Sewage Treatment Plant 

DRAINAGE NETWORKS
OPERATION & MAINTENANCE 

DEPARTMENT

As part of its efforts to facilitate the availability of treated water, 
Ashghal has built a filling station for treated sewage effluent (TSE) 
at the Doha West Sewage Treatment Plant, with the aim of enabling 
treated water users to obtain treated water directly from the plant.

This step comes as part of Ashghal’s initiatives 
to provide TSE filling stations in various strategic 
locations in Qatar to encourage the industrial, 
construction, fodder agriculture and cooling 
sectors to use treated water instead of potable 
water across Qatar.

The project includes design, supply, installation, 
construction and operation of the TSE tanker filling 
station at the Doha West Sewage Treatment Plant, 
which is strategically located at the crossroads 
between Salwa Road and Al Majd Road.

The filling station for treated sewage effluent (TSE) 
at the Doha West plant can fill up to 20 tankers 

simultaneously with a capacity of 20 cubic meters 
of treated water. The process will take average 
12 minutes to fill each tanker, minimising tankers 
waiting times. 

The plant contributes towards increasing the total 
filling rates of tankers, reaching up to 40 tankers 
per hour, 960 tankers per day, and more than 350 
thousand tankers per annum. The Doha West plant 
produces 275,000 cubic meters of TSE per day, 
and in 2020 produced approximately 100 million 
cubic meters of Treated Water.
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On the occasion of the Arab Environment Day and within the 
corporate social and environmental initiatives in Ashghal, friends 
of the environment center  visited Doha North Sewage Treatment 
Plant to shed light on the sewage treatment process and its 
usages that support environmental sustainability 

Ashghal participates in the
Arab Environment Day

As we move closer to 2022, Ashghal is gradually transitioning from 
an authority entrusted with awarding and executing projects, to 
an entity that focuses on the operation and maintenance of the 
country’s road and drainage networks, while ensuring the delivery 
of quality services and solutions in managing these assets. 

Operations and Maintenance
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Design and 
construction of 
buildings according 
to the highest 
standards of quality 
and sustainability

KEY
HIGHLIGHTS

Buildings
Projects
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BUILDINGS
PROJECTS

Ashghal announced the completion of works on the Community College 
of Qatar (Male campus) in Al Kheesa. The building consists of four floors 
with an area of 13,650 m2.

Ashghal completed works on Community 
College of Qatar (Male campus) in Al Kheesa

The new building is spacious with various facilities 
and multi-purpose halls for studying or practicing 
educational activities. It provides a distinguished 
learning environment due to the modern design of 
the building and its educational facilities.

Eng. Obaida Rashid Al Athba, Head of 
Engineering Support Section confirmed that all 
construction works on this project were carried 
out in accordance to local specifications and 

international standards. The implementation of 
this project took about 1.2 million working hours 
without any injuries. He pointed out that Ashghal 
applies all safety measures in regards to workers on 
this project.

Eng. Ahmed Al Emadi, Head of Educational Projects Section in Ashghal The 
framework of the country’s plan to develop and establish schools and various 
educational facilities, in cooperation with the Community College of Qatar, 
Ashghal completed the works on the Community College of Qatar (male 
campus) in Al Kheesa. This helps increase the student capacity rate and provide 
distinguished educational services, noting that the female campus of the 
Community College of Qatar is to be completed by the end of 2021.

Library Amenity lounges 
and rooms

Students Hall Lecture Halls Book Store

First Floor:

• 2 Teaching Halls
• 8 Meeting Rooms
• 2 IT laboratory
• Control Room
• Main administration office
• Administration offices
• Staff Offices
• Service Room

Ground Level:

Total Area

13,650
m2 Approx.

4
Levels
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As part of the government plan to develop health services in the state, 
Ashghal announced the completion of main works of Umm Al Seneem Health 
Center, implemented by Building Projects Department to serve about 600 
patients per day through 40 medical clinics.

Major Works of
Umm Al Seneem Health Centre Completed Eng. Amal Al Sulaiti from Buildings Projects Department at Ashghal confirmed that 

Ashghal has accomplished the main works of Umm Al Seneem Health Centre, which sits in 
a key residential area to serve around 600 patients per day, to be added to the list of health 
buildings completed by Ashghal in 2021 such as Al Khor Health Centre and South Al Wakra 
Health Centre.

All works on the project were implemented in 
accordance with local specifications & international 
standards, and the project has achieved more than 
2,553,000 manhours without lost time injuries so 
far, due to Ashghal’s keenness on provision of all 
safety measures for workers of the project.

Eng. Obaid Rashid 
Al Athba,
Head of Engineering 
Support Section at 
Ashghal

40
Clinics

27,600
sqm Area

600
Patients
Per Day

2,553,000
Man-hours

LTI

14
General Clinics

Women’s 
Clinics

Outpatient 
Clinics 

Radiology Pharmacy Women’s prayer 
room

Cafeteria

Ground Floor:

First Floor:

• Masjid Building
• Specialty clinics 
• 8 Dental Clinics
• Fitness center
• Prenatal training room
• Cafeteria
• Meeting room and Library
• General Services
• Nutrition awareness room
• Rest Rooms
• Lab

40% Local Materials

 3-Star GSAS Standard 

Special Needs Friendly Designs

Designs Toning Qatari Identity and Legacy  
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BIM- based clash analysis helps in 
reducing uncertainty on Building Projects

3D Clash Analysis is an important BIM Use that takes advantage of BIM 
models to detect geometrical collisions using specialised analysis tools. 
The BIM environment allows project participants to check interference of 
building systems and components at various stages of the project using 
a predefined strategy. In Building Projects Department, BIM models are 
being utilised to ensure that there is spatial coordination between various 
components of the asset. 

For instance, avoiding situations on site such as the 
route for pipework running through a steel beam 
(also known as a hard clash). At job site clashes can 
also occur as a result of construction tolerances, 
limited space to install or maintain a component of 
the building, (example- installation of insulation), 
proximity clashes, health and safety requirements, 
site logistics, or from many concurrent works being 
carried out in the same place and the same time 
(also known as soft clashes). These clashes can 
be disruptive, costly and difficult to rectify if not 
addressed timely.

In BPD, Clash analysis using BIM models is 
therefore being carried out as an integral part 
of the design and construction process. The 
BIM processes linked to clash analysis and 3D 
Coordination start in design stage with definition 

of BIM Execution Plan (BEP), development 
of specialist design models and continues to 
construction stage as virtual construction models 
which are regularly updated with as- constructed 
information so that the impact of any changes on 
subsequent works can be checked.

By implementing this approach it is easier to 
visualise problems before the construction begins, 
and contractors don’t have to waste time finding 
solutions on-site. This reduces uncertainties 
arising due to unexpected rise in cost as a result 
of rework and additional time required in solving 
unexpected issues. The example above from the 
construction of construction of Bus Depot projects 
shows the coordination between intricate building 
services, carried out using project BIM models 
prior to construction.

Ashghal signed a Memorandum 
of Understanding with ABB 
Qatar, in preparation for the 
establishment of a factory to 
produce electric chargers for 
electric cars and buses. This 
would be the first factory for 
ABB E-mobility in the middle east 
region. The agreement is designed 
in coordination with Free Zones 
Authority, which plays a vital part 
in outreaching with stakeholders 
to ensure promising growth 
opportunities to the investors.

It is worth noting that the signing 
of the MoU accompanies an 
electric charging device supplying 
contract for electric buses, as 
part of the Ministry of Transport 
and Communications strategy to 
switch to electric vehicles.

The memorandum includes 
providing necessary training for 
the relevant cadres and students, 
in order to qualify them to 
manage and operate the new 
electric charger’s factory, while 
also providing workers with the 
required expertise and information.

Dr. Eng. Saad Bin Ahmad 
Al Muhannadi, President of 
Ashghal said that the signing of 
the MoU happens according to 
the directives of HE Prime Minster 
and Minster of Interior that involve 
terms in contracts made by the 
Public Works Authority to establish 
factories in the Free Zones.

Ashghal in coordination with Free Zones Authority 
and ABB sign MoU to establish factory to produce 
electric chargers for E-vehicles

For his part, Eng. Abdulhakim 
Al Hashimi, Public Projects 
Section Head in Building 
Projects Department, 
confirmed that Ashghal will be 
responsible of following up the 
factory establishment process 
in cooperation with Qatar Free 
Zones Authority.

Ashghal will install 653 electric 
chargers and 713 inverters 
in 41 charging sites under 
construction for the Public Bus 
Infrastructure Program to serve 

the fleet of electric buses to 
operate according to the plan 
set by Ministry of Transport and 
Communication. In addition, 
Ashghal will build various electrical 
charging points inside and outside 
Doha and provide all electrical 
utilities and other necessary 
infrastructure to connect chargers 
with electrical transformers and 
various power stations.

Ashghal will also set up 2,700 bus 
stops on all major roads, with air-
conditioned cabins.
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In line with Ashghal’s digital 
transformation plan to facilitate 
procedures for citizens and 
residents, Ashghal and the 
Ministry of Interior, represented by 
the General Directorate of Traffic, 
established an e-link system that 
exchanges information about 
traffic accidents automatically. The 
new system should contribute to 
cancelling all paperwork.

Ms. Abeer Faleh Al Hajri, ISD 
Manager, confirmed that the e-link 
comes within the framework of the 
joint efforts between Ashghal and 
the General Traffic Department with 
the aim of developing integrated 
procedures that are electronically 
linked between both parties.

She added, “The e-link ensures 
that the data exchange and 
electronic authentication process 
is done quickly and securely 
through the government linkage 
network, allowing the two parties 
to develop this integration in the 
future according to needs. 

Eng. Ahmed Rashid Al Kubaisi, 
Roads Operation and Maintenance 
Department Manager, said 
“We focus on the value of our 
services and we aim to improve 
and develop our procedures 
and customer service regarding 
requests related to compensation 
for damages caused by accidents.”

Ashghal and the 
Ministry of Interior 
establish a new 
e-link system

As part of its commitment 
towards the welfare of its 
workforce and protecting them 
from injuries in project sites, the 
Public Works Authority ‘Ashghal’ 
continues to implement a set 
of procedures and regulations 
to ensure the health and safety 
of its workers, and adheres to 
permitted working hours in 
accordance with the ministerial 
decree (17) of 2021 regarding the 
necessary precautions to protect 
workers against heat stress 
on outdoor work sites during 
summer. The decree prohibits 
work between 10:00 am and 
3:30 pm starting from 1 June 
until 15 September of every year, 
concerning works performed 
directly under the sun or in 
outdoor sites with no ventilation.

A safe work environment is one of 
the most important requirements 
imposed by Ashghal on its 
contractors, who are obligated 
to develop plans to deal with 
the risk of exposure to heat 
stress and to avoid its effects, 
while implementing a number 
of procedures at work sites. This 
includes providing several shaded 
rest areas within the project 

area, providing all workers with 
free drinking water at all times, 
as well as personal protection 
equipment. Ashghal also obliges 
contractors to appoint paramedics 
and supervisors for occupational 
health and safety on project sites 
to provide safety instructions 
and first aid for workers. This 
is in addition to implementing 
awareness campaigns for all 
workers on the dangers of heat 
stress between June and mid-
September of each year. 

Ashghal continues to implement 
its health screening programme 
for workers in order to detect 
chronic diseases that may 
increase the risk of heat stress. 
The screening is free of charge 
for workers. During 2020 and 
the first half of 2021, Ashghal 
succeeded in performing health 
screenings on 67,719 workers, or 
89.12% of the entire workforce. 
Any worker identified with an 
abnormal result was referred to 
a hospital that is part of Qatar’s 
Ministry of Public Health network, 
where they were retested and 
given an individualised treatment 
plan, with medication if needed, 
and regular follow up.

Ashghal Continues to Implement 
Precautionary Measures to Protect Workers 
from Heat Stress

CORPORATE
INITIATIVES

Ashghal represented by the 
Quality and Safety Department, 
has won the first position among 
2,000 participants worldwide in 
the “Best Government and Public 
Service Sector” in Health and 
Safety Performance for the Year 
2020. The award is granted by the 
Royal Society for the Prevention of 
Accidents (RoSPA) which is managed 
by the Executive Committee and 
Board of Trustees under the under 
the patronage of Her Majesty the 
Queen of the United Kingdom.

The Quality and Safety team 
has prepared the submission 
for the award with high level of 
professionalism, containing more 

Ashghal Bags RoSPA First 
Prize for QS Performance

than 120 evidences to prove the 
level of occupational safety and 
health performance through 
actual implementations at Ashghal 
premises and its projects with high 
credibility and professionalism, 
including managing issues 
related to Covid-19 pandemic, 
and the commitment of Ashghal 
employees, contractors and 
consultants with the precautionary 
requirements to protect workers.

On this occasion, Dr. Ali 
Muhammad Al Marri, 
Manager of Quality and Safety 
Department at Ashghal said: 
“Such wins prove the extent to 
which Ashghal is committed to 
local and international laws and 
standards of occupational safety 
and health, and also in preserving 
workers’ rights.”

Dr. Ali Al Marri also pointed to the 
great importance the government 
of Qatar gives to issues of 
occupational health and safety for 
workers, and the steps taken in 
this regard, stressing on Ashghal's 
keenness on implementing 
highest standards of health and 
safety for workers in work sites, 
workers’ housing, and ensuring 
their rights throughout the period 
of work in Ashghal projects.

Established in 1956, The RoSPA 
Health & Safety Awards offer 
organisations a prime opportunity 
to benchmark safety performance 
year on year and ensure consistent 
performance between sites. They 
also provide an effective route 
to demonstrate an ongoing 
commitment to raising health and 
safety standards.
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Ashghal has won the award as 
‘the best Government Service 
Provider Organisation in Qatar’ 
in the competition organized 
by Najah Qatari Festival, in its 
fourth edition.

His Excellency Dr. Eng. Saad 
bin Ahmed Al Muhannadi, 
President of the Public Works 
Authority commented while 
speaking at the Decisions 
Makers Forum that Ashghal 
will continue implementing an 
integrated network of bicycle 

Ashghal Bags the Best Government 
Service Provider Award at Najah 
Qatari Festival 

paths, pedestrian paths and 
green areas across Qatar to 
improve the lifestyle.

H.E. Ashghal President added 
saying, “We are proud of the 
local companies that succeeded 
in meeting the needs of the 
market through locally made 
products and materials that 
contribute to implementing state’s 
infrastructure projects, showing 
their competency with their 
counterparts on a global level, in 
line with Qatar Vision 2030.”

Ashghal won Excellence award 
in construction from Ministry 
of Social Affairs in the opening 
ceremony of occupational 
safety and health book and the 
distribution of the awards of 
excellence in safety for the year 
2021, as Director of Projects 
Affairs Eng. Youssef Al Emadi 
received the award.

Director of Projects Affairs 
Eng. Youssef Al Emadi: we 
are pleased to be awarded by 
the ministry of social affairs and 
receiving the excellence award in 
construction, as this is considered 
to be an appreciation for 
Ashghal’s commitment to develop 
the infrastructure according to the 
highest qualities and standards.

Ashghal wins 
Excellence Reward 
in construction 
from Ministry of 
social affairs
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The Reporting Unit in the 
Technical Office is the authorised 
unit to generate all kinds of 
reports, including projects and 
operations performance and 
related metrics, delivered by 
Ashghal to internal and external 
stakeholders, such as Emiri Diwan, 
Ministries Council and other 
organisations. 
 
Currently, Tableau dashboard 
of projects related to FIFA 2022 
World Cup and beyond is under 
review to include all Ashghal 
metrics for the components of 
the portfolio related to 2022 
World Cup. The dashboard will 
summarise projects status in 
different stages (Budget Plan, 
Design, and Construction) for 
Ashghal portfolio till 2040. 
 
In order to improve data quality 
and enhance the robustness of 
the reporting arm within Ashghal, 
the Technical Office has initiated 
internal brainstorming sessions 
with all data owners, data 
stewards and PMOs representatives 
in projects departments to 
standardise templates, maintain 
data quality measures and ensure 
better performance evaluation 
procedures that support the 
decision-making process.

Enterprise Reporting 
Unit

In preparations for establishing an 
Enterprise Project Management 
Office, staff members of the 
Technical Office attended in 
November 2021 a training course 
on Digital Enterprise Project 
Management office (EPMO). The 
course aimed to raise the awareness 
on tools and techniques required to 
implement this project and focused 
on the importance and benefit of 
having an EPMO within Ashghal. 

Digital Enterprise Project Management 
Program

In conjunction with Affairs PMOs, 
The EPMO shall support project 
work by equipping Ashghal with 
methodologies, standards and 
tools to enable project managers 
to better deliver projects and 
increase the capabilities of the 
Authority through best practices, 
good reporting and maintain 
a central point of contact for 
project managers. 

Technical Office is expanding the 
"ENJAZ" mobile Application to 
address approval status delays, 
a prime issue affecting timely 
delivery of Ashghal projects. 

ENJAZ will serve as an internal 
improvement tool to track 
approvals. Projected benefits of 
this mobile application:
• Provides Ashghal executives 

and senior management 
with an overview of project 
approval status.

• Is an interactive tool for 
internal stakeholders to track 
project approvals.

Enjaz Mobile Application

• Instant status notifications, 
communications, and 
monitoring in the palm of 
your hands - on the go - 
anytime and anywhere.

• Reduces process waste, 
improves and organizes 
approval workflow and 
performance.

The Technical Office is currently 
implementing this initiative in 
collaboration with the ISD. It has 
rolled out the mobile ENJAZ to the 
internal Administrative Units by 
providing operations training of 
the Application. 
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Following its approval & publication 
in May 2021, the Technical Office, 
in line with Ashghal's Strategy and 

Manage Stakeholder Process
Quality Management, is working 
with the Planning and Quality 
Department team to publish 

on blueworks live the business 
process for the new Ashghal 
Corporate Stakeholder Policy. 

Qatar National Environment and Climate Change Strategy (QNE)

Ashghal has been actively involved 
in providing support as part of a 
group of stakeholders working 
team on the development of the 
Qatar National Environment and 
Climate Change Strategy (QNE).
 
The QNE now approved by HH the 
Emir and HE the Prime Minister, 
was launched in October 2021. It 
identifies programmes developed 
by the various sectors in Qatar and 
the actions to be implemented 
to achieve the desired three QNE 
national objectives:

• Enhancing the vitality of the 
environment

• Strengthening the resilience 
of the economy

• Improving the well-being of 
the population

 
Ashghal, who is also a relevant 
sector stakeholder, has identified 
its ambitious initiative contributions 
to achieve this target, namely:
• Establish partnerships (groups 

of excellence) to drive 
innovation and improvements 
in recycled water, 
groundwater, irrigation, & 
brine management.

• Expand sewer network for full 
urban coverage to maximize 
sewage capture.

• Develop a smart sewer 
network for live performance 
visibility, enabling the rapid 
identification and rectification 
of infiltration issues. 

• Combine smart metering 
with deployment of a control 
system to create a smart 
network for optimized resource 
management (i.e., Potable vs. 
recycled water usage). 

• Support and prioritize the 
expansion of the recycled 
water network, to meet all 
demands for recycled water 
(i.e., Agriculture usage).

• Develop seasonal recycled 
water storage to balance future 
annual supply and demand.

Under an established partnership 
between Ashghal and the 
Supreme Committee for Delivery 
and Legacy (SCDL), the Technical 
Office is taking a leading role in 
the Joint Working Group for the 
coordination and cooperation 
for the delivery of the FIFA Qatar 
2022 World Cup. 

In collaboration with internal 
Administrative Units, the 
Technical Office manages the 
exchange of information and 

Supreme Committee for Delivery and 
Legacy - FIFA 2022 Joint Working Group

reporting and early warning 
resolution of issues affecting the 
delivery of the infrastructure to 
the FIFA 2022 venues.

On the other hand, the 
Technical Office has played a 
critical coordination role for 
the feasibility, constraints & 
opportunities of the proposed 
Fox Sports Studio activation area 
planned for the World Cup and 
the World Cup Countdown Clock.

The Technical Office has completed 
preparations to launch Ashghal’s 
first Partner Satisfaction Survey 
designed to measure 
• Partners’ satisfaction & 

perceptions, regarding their 
experience 

• Ashghal’s commitment & 
achievement to co-creation & 
working towards mutual benefit

• Social commitment & 
sustainable development; joint, 
collaborative, and strategic 
relationship between Ashghal 
and the key partners.

Partner Satisfaction 
Survey

Ashghal and Qatar University 
signed in June 2021 a 
Memorandum of Understanding 
on launching a new training and 
certification programme on Lean 
in Infrastructure Construction. 
The agreement will enhance 

Memorandums of Understanding 
Ashghal and Qatar University 

cooperation in the field of training 
and continuous professional 
development for Ashghal engineers 
and create sustainable values for 
the engineering and professional 
community for effective 
contribution to social responsibility 

programs and realization of 
Qatar Vision 2030. The Technical 
Office has taken a leading role in 
developing this Agreement as part 
of its continuous efforts to build 
sustainable relationships with 
external stakeholders.

Ashghal, represented by the 
Technical Office, has rendered 
considerable support for a 
national initiative on developing 
local suppliers’ capabilities and 
competitiveness led by Qatar 
Development Bank. The initiative, 
known as “Supplier Development 
Programme,” is aimed at SME 

Ashghal support for QDB Supplier 
Development Programme 

suppliers that may not have 
the resources, knowledge, 
or capabilities to participate 
in public sector procurement 
opportunities. It is designed to 
make such businesses “tender 
ready” and improve their 
prospects for winning market 
opportunities. Ashghal’s support 

has focused on raising suppliers’ 
awareness of the business 
opportunities available to them 
around Ashghal’s project; 
through carrying out a match-
making exercise between local 
suppliers and manufacturers and 
construction materials required 
for Ashghal’s projects.

Ashghal and the UK’s Department 
of International Trade held an 
online Forum on 1 December 2021 
on cooperation between Ashghal 
and relevant UK construction and 
infrastructure organizations. 

The Thought Leadership dialogue 
between UK experts and Ashghal 
discussed opportunities to share 
expertise and collaborate on 
infrastructure and construction, 

The UK Ashghal Forum 
A Thought Leadership dialogue between Ashghal and British Experts

to work towards Qatar’s 
objectives within the National 
Vision 2030.The event also 
provided spotlight on Ashghal’s 
programme roadmap, outline 
the process of registering to 
work with Ashghal and highlight 
UK green developments across 
infrastructure and construction. 

Speakers from a number of UK 
organizations have participated in 

the Forum such as the UK Water 
Research Center, Department 
for Environment, Food and Rural 
Affairs, Royal Institute of British 
and Royal Institute of Chartered 
Surveyors Architects as well as 
speakers for Ashghal’s Technical 
Office, Projects Affairs and Asset 
Affairs. More than 90 local and 
UK companies attended the 
event. 
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EIS at Engineering Services 
Department has been constantly 
endeavoring to adopt & implement 
latest geospatial technologies 
for enhancing spatial data and 
improving business processes. 

3D/4D Point cloud data acquired 
through aerial, drones, mobile 
van and static LiDAR instruments 
are the latest adoption into EIS 
workflows to:

1. Supporting Design Department 
2. Enhance Roads Asset data 

sets in the enterprise GIS 
database.

Use of Aerial LiDAR Data in 
Ashghal
EIS first conceptualized application 
of point cloud data for the 
benefit of design engineers, 
who required digital elevation 
model for the entire country to 

Application of Drone & LiDAR 3D 
Point Cloud GIS Data in Ashghal

better understand, visualize and 
subsequently perform design 
analysis for infrastructure projects.

Use of Drone 3D Point Cloud 
Data in Ashghal
Drone is the most versatile 
instrument, which can fly and 
capture data to assess ground 
surface characteristics very efficiently. 

EIS determined and proposed use 
of Drone data for engineering 
purpose.Pursuant to which EIS 
facilitated Drone data around all of 
the eight FIFA 2022 Stadiums, for 
engineers at design department 
to assess and estimate water flow 
and accumulation in the event of 
rainfall of different intensities.

Following images depicts the 
outcome of flooding analysis 
performed by engineers around a 
few stadiums.

As analytical example, the result in the figure below, also shows flooding hotspots in 
shades of blue color; which help engineer estimate volume of water and subsequently 
plan/design for infrastructure to accommodate such volume.

According to Administrative 
Resolution No. (746) of 2021 
the President has assigned the 
Building Information Modeling 
(BIM) function to the Engineering 
Services Department (ESD), 
including governance of 
respective policy and processes.

The transition of the ongoing 
BIM Implementation Programme 
from Technical Office has been 
completed, while remaining 
services are ongoing such as 
learning and development, and 
proof-of-concept development 
of data transition from 3D asset 
information models to Ashghal’s 
Operation & Maintenance 
systems including ESRI ArcGIS, 
IBM Maximo and Bridge 
Management System.

The ESD has established a BIM & 
CAD Team under the Engineering 
Information Systems Section 
(EIS) to provide governance and 
implementation support to all 
concerned Departments. 

Further, a new policy has 
been developed expressing 
commitment of the Authority to 
adopt modern methodologies for 
design and construction delivery 
across the organisation in line 
with the Corporate Strategy. 

A comprehensive set of BIM 
Standards covering required 
specifications, guidelines, and 
templates will be published by 
the ESD as soon as the Policy has 
been put into effect.

BIM Function 
Assigned to 
Engineering Services 
Department

In line with Qatar’ National 
Vision 2030 which aims that 
Qatar becomes an advanced 
society capable of sustaining its 
development, Engineering Services 
Department in coordination with 
the Ministry of Finance have 
adopted the national program 
aiming to enhance the local content 
across the different sectors.

Accordingly, the first awareness 
workshop was conducted on 
the 8th of December 2021, 
at Ashghal’s HQ, which was 
attended by representatives 
from different Departments and 
Sections within Ashghal.

The program will contribute to 
upskill and improve the capacity 
and capability of human and 
local companies, and reduce 
dependency on imports, leading 
to logistic cost saving and shorter 
lead-time.  The program will 
also contribute to the growth 
of the local economy through 
encouraging local business to 

Launching Qatar In-Country Value 
Program 

grow and broaden local resources 
to enhance the supply chain 
resilience and business continuity, 
hence, adapt to any potential 
emergency situation.

Strategic Objectives and formula
Program is built on four main 
pillars which are:

1. Spend on local tangible 
goods, materials and Services.

2. Spend on training offered to 
Qatari nationals & residents.

3. Spend on suppliers’ training 
and certification programs.

4. Investments in the fixed assets  
in the Qatari market.

Ashghal- ESD, and in coordination 
with the Ministry of Finance, will 
be tendering a number of pilot 
projects during this and upcoming 
year, incorporating the QICV 
requirements in the procurement 
process, before this program 
became mandatory across all 
Ashghal’ s projects in the near 
future.

ESD through Engineering 
Business Support Section’s 
Closure Team provides support 
with Contracts Closing Guideline 
in coordination with the project’s 
relevant department through the 
following: 

• A unified KPI for all Ashghal’ 
s departments

• An annual plan and ensures 
constant follow-up 

• A fixed methodology 
to manage the closure 
procedures

• Creating an agreement to 
have a fixed clear plan. 

ESD Closing Team will 
continuously work hand-in-
hand with each department and 
provide the necessary guidance 
and follow-ups to ensure that 
the all will adhere to the defined 
standards and criteria to manage 
the closing of their contracts.

Contracts
Closing
Guidelines
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Engineering Services Department 
(ESD) is responsible to lead the 
tender evaluation for major 
Ashghal projects tenders in 
collaboration with requesting 
departments and Finance 
and Administrative Affairs 
Department. In order to discharge 
better responsibilities in achieving 
Ashghal’s Mission and Vision, ESD 
via the Strategy map 2021-2025 
has introduced tender evaluation 
guidelines in carrying out the 
process more effectively and 
adhered to the Laws, Regulations, 
circulars and policies.

Tender evaluation guidelines 
comprising of, inter alia; 
Procedures, Roles and 
Responsibilities, Evaluation 
Criteria, Standard Forms, and 
Templates. Tender Evaluation 
Guidelines shall provide 
improvement, uniformity and 
better results to Ashghal. 

Beside evaluation to the 
Appendices in the tenderer’s 
technical submission, several 
additional criteria have been 
added to the tender evaluation 
mechanism. It covers the 
improvement of performance 
evaluation of bidders running 
contracts, bidder’s financial 
strength analysis, labour wages 
protection, sub-contractors’ 
payment and Qatar Credit Bureau 
inspections. ESD have completed 
more than 100 project tender 
evaluations ending year 2021.

Tender Evaluation 

Engineering Services Department 
(ESD) continued to implement 
its awareness plan from 2021 to 
enlighten Ashghal’s employees 
of the different services and 
procedures provided by the 
department to internal and 
external stakeholders through 
workshops, competitions and 
communication opportunities.

ESD has conducted 11 Internal 
sessions to all Ashghal’s staff 
covering various topics including 
(Claims and Disputes in PWA, A 
Walking Through in the Enterprise 
GIS Web Portal, DC Clearance 
Request Process, E-Tender system, 
Engineering Survey Works and 
Survey Automated Request, 

ESD Awareness Plan 2021

Utilizing GIS services in CAD/BIM 
Applications, Tender Services, 
Third Party Liability Insurance 
Policy, Quantities Verification 
and Project Payment, Contract  
Closure Process and Procedure, 
Tender Services). 

Moreover, ESD introduced 
another methodology to engage 
audience to participate and 
be aware of the ESD activities 
through competitions such as 
“Test your knowledge” held 
twice a month.

ESD has launched 9 competitions 
so far and will keep on engaging 
others to learn more about ESD 
services and practices. 

Public Works Authority has 
implemented the Portfolio 
Management System (APMS) 
which is based on the Primavera 
Unifier programme within Oracle 
applications, as it is a common 
platform that can achieve 
synchronization between projects 
work partners and maintain 
the continuity of projects and 
programmes. The global Oracle 
company reported that the system 
of Ashghal is the largest system 
being implemented in Qatar as well 
as in the Middle East, and it is one 
of the largest systems in the world. 

Abeer Al-Hajri, Manager of 
Ashghal’s Information Systems 
Department said, “It is a very 
large system implementation. We 
have found that the Primavera 
Unifier programme within the 
Oracle system is an end-to-
end solution that standardizes 
and automate construction 
project management lifecycle 
processes across all Ashghal. 
Many stakeholders across all 
areas are involved in the design, 
process, and cost management 
of roads, expressways, and other 

Ashghal transforms Qatar’s infrastructure by using one 
single platform for all phases of the project lifecycle

infrastructure, as the system does 
not only manage construction and 
engineering projects, but it also 
manages engineering services, 
IT, HR, and general services 
projects on the Oracle system 
as well, while making use of its 
flexibility, efficiency of automated 
workflows, visibility, and control 
over all processes. 

Breaking down silos and 
connecting people, processes, 
and data
By implementing Primavera Unifier 
across programmes, functional 
areas, and processes, Ashghal 
is bringing together people, 
processes, and data, speeding 
up activities, and reducing 
errors. Ashghal now provides a 
centralized Project management 
information system (PMIS)  - 
Primavera Unifier – for the entire 
team to use, as this approach 
saves Ashghal money and 
improves consistency.

A common platform that 
synchronizes teamwork, 
and keeps projects and 
programmes moving 

Issues that used to take two to 
three weeks to solve are now 
resolved within a few days - 
an 80% improvement - that 
would contribute in maintaining 
the continuity of projects and 
programmes, as it is considered 
a safe and accessible system 
where team members of other 
organisations such as the project 
management consultant and general 
contractor can access as well, 
allowing Ashghal to bring everyone 
together on the same page.

Primavera Unifier automated 
workflows also helps Ashghal meet 
stringent cash flow requirements 
as well as track approved 
budgets, commitments, actual 
values, changes, and projected 
expenditures, thus providing 
means to efficiently manage costs. 
Point systems and documents 
did not provide the benefits and 
processes related to the form-
based workflow system, control, 
or clarity that Ashghal’s Portfolio 
Management System provides. 
For instance, previously, total costs 
would only appear. However, 
with the implementation of 
Ashghal’s Portfolio Management 
System, which is now equipped 
with items details, payments are 
timelier and more accurate, and 
there is greater confidence in the 
process. Primavera Unifier also 
allows us to digitally review and 
process the contractor’s payments 
and invoices. Abeer Al-Hajri says: 
“It saves time in validating & 
processing payment applications 
and have optimized the overall 
KPI”. Reviews, feedback, and 
approvals also are faster, helping 
keep critical programs on track to 
meet Qatar’s rigorous deadlines”.
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Ashghal has signed an MoU with 
University of Doha For Science & 
Technology. The signing ceremony 
took place at the University in the 
presence of Meshaal Sultan Al Hitmi, 
Shared Services Affairs Director 
in Ashghal, and Dr. Aljazzi Fetais, 
Associate Vice President, Student 
Affairs at the University of Science & 
Technology.

The agreement sets a framework for 
cooperation and ongoing projects 
between both entities. This includes 
collaboration opportunities in joint 
conferences, workshops, forums, 
publications, educational materials 
and other initiatives. The signing 
parties agreed on developing 
outreach activities on areas of 
common interests and promoting 
educational and vocational projects.

Ashghal signs an MoU with University of 
Doha For Science & Technology 

Furthermore, this partnership provides 
UDST students with internship and 
work placement opportunities in 
Ashghal. It also explores research 
opportunities and offers Ashghal 
a membership in relevant UDST’s 
Program Advisory Committees to 
propose new insights and advice.

For his part, Mr. Mishaal Sultan 
Al Hitmi, Shared Services Affairs 
Director at Ashghal, said: “Ashghal 
is keen to strengthen cooperation 
and partnership with all entities 
in Qatar to implement the various 
government programs.” espressing 
his delight on signing the MoU with 
UDST for cooperation in providing 
the necessary support to researchers 
and university students in all research 
fields, in addition to exchanging 
consultations and various experiences, 
each in his field of specialization, 

Ashghal accredited trainers were 
honoured by H.E the President Dr. 
Eng. Saad bin Ahmad Al Muhannadi.

The HR department extended 
appreciation and thanks to the 
following accredited trainers:

Accredited Trainers Honoured 

which ultimately stimulates 
sustainable economic and social 
development for the State of Qatar.

Mr. Al Hitmi added: “There is 
continuous cooperation and 
coordination between the Public 
Works Authority and the various 
educational institutions in the 
country. The agreement today with 
the University will be a strategic 
cooperation and a valuable effort to 
develop the authority’s vision in the 
field of training and development to 
meet our needs in this field. Ashghal 
does not spare no effort to achieve this 
vision, through the establishment of 
infrastructure, roads, and educational, 
health and public buildings, in addition 
to supporting researchers and students 
from the University , training new 
cadres in all fields, and providing all 
different consultations.”

• Angel Bright Projects Affairs 
Office 

• Mohamed Sulaiman Al Siala 
General Services Department 

• Dr. Bader Abdulmohsin Al 
Hamimi Human Resources 
Department 

Those wishing to register their names 
to be accredited trainers with Ashghal 
can contact:
Mr. Fahmi Ja’fer Al Mashayekhy
Training and Organisational 
Development Section
Extension 0202 
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Project Management Development 
Programme
Designed for new joiner fresh Qatari Engineers

244
Enrolled

Engineers

984
Training 

Interventions

vs. target of 1011 for Q4

Graduate Development Programme
Programme designed for new joiner fresh Qatari Graduates (Non 
Engineering Discipline)

36
Enrolled

Employees

274
Training 

Interventions

vs. target of 249 for Q4

Training and Development

Leadership Development Plan    
Designed for Section Heads, Assistant Managers, Managers and Directors

86
Enrolled

Employees

266
Training 

Interventions

vs. target of 222 for Q4

2,046
Total 

Employees

New Recruitment 

1,047
Qatari 

Employees

Qataris in Ashghal

60
New

Emloyees

vs. Target of 63

149
New

Qataris

Qatarisation
Recruitment

Recruitment 
2021 Update

77
New Qatari 
Engineers 

Succession
Programme

Enrolled Qatari Successors 50

Recruitment percentage

190
New

Employees
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Professional Certification Programme
Qatari employees enrolled for Professional Certification Programme

18
Enrolled

Employees

12
Target  
for Q4

On Time Delivery Performance for 
Services Level Agreement SLA 

Individual Development Plan
Designed to develop Qatari staff skills and capabilities

389
Employees 

1,208
Training

Interventions

participated in several 
training interventions

vs. target of 1392 for Q4

Administrative Development Programme
Programme designed for new joiner Administrative Staff, 
Clerks and Secretaries

45
Enrolled 

Employees

437 
Training

Interventions

participated in several 
training interventions

vs. target of 355 for Q4

Key Achievements

3,191 
Participations 

(Qataris)

281
Participations

(Non-
Qataris)

3,472
Employees participated in 
all training programmes 
(In-house/Online, Local and 
MOADS, OJT, Work Att. & 
E-Learning)

1,879 318
Employees participated 

in In-House / Online 
trainings 

Employees participated 
Local trainings

in 2021

1,367 
Participations 

(Qataris)

72
Participations

(Non-
Qataris)

1,439 employees registered to E-Learning Courses in 2021 (as an alternate 
training solution during COVID-19)

70 67
Employees participated 
in EFQM Foundation 
Certification Course

in 2021

Employees participated 
in Asset Management 
(Level-A) Awareness 

Course in 2021

(92% Achieved
vs. 73 planned)

66,717 E- Service's requests completed through Oracle System

Training Quality Indicators

%81 %56
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As part of enhancing cooperation 
between the Public works Authority 
'Ashghal' and Qatar General 
Electricity and Water Corporation 
(KAHRAMAA), the Human Resources 
Departments of both entities have 
initiated mutual training programs 
including “Lean Construction and 
Risk Management involvement” 
and “Requirements of Project Scope 
Management”.  

These programs are delivered 
to enhance the culture of risk 
management and project scope 
management among employees of 
both entities.

This initiative is resulted from the 
keenness of both entities to develop 
and improve employees’ expertise 
and capability for effective delivery 
of works. These programs are 
within a series of specialized training 
programs to be conducted by both 
entities, and some of these programs 
will be virtually held through visual 
communication technology.

Honoring Qatari Emiri Corps of 
Engineer Trainees

Qatari Association of Certified Public 
Accountants Honors Ashghal Employees

Dr. Hashem Al-Sayed, President of 
the Qatari Association of Certified 
Public Accountants, honored a 

Mr. Meshal Sultan Al Hitmi, 
Shared Services Affairs Director 
at the Public Works Authority 
‘Ashghal’ honored a number of 
trainee engineers of the Qatari 

Emiri Corps of Engineers at Ashghal 
headquarters. The four-week visit 
program for these engineers comes 
within the scope of exchanging 
expertise between engineers of both 

entities, as part of implementing 
MoU of cooperation inked between 
Ashghal and the Qatari Emiri Corps 
of Engineers.

Ashghal - Kahramaa 
Cooperation

number of Ashghal employees for 
their participation in the first six-
month field training program held at 

Ibn Khaldoun Hall, Qatar University.
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Ashghal participated in Build Your 
House Qatar Exhibition September 
2021 through a booth to display 
roads and infrastructure projects in 

Ashghal participates in
Build Your House Exhibition

new and existing subdivisions, and 
to discuss about the services that 
are provided by Ashghal for the 
completion of house construction.

Ashghal celebrated Sports Day in Al 
Gharrafa park in coordination with 
Qatar basketball federation and 
Qatar Cyclists, through organizing 
several physical and leisure activities 

Ashghal participates in
Qatar sport day 2022

for the authority’s employees and 
their families, this included different 
physical exercises like basketball 
tournament, and bicycle racing. 

Ashghal participated, for the 5th 
year in a row, as a strategic partner 
in Project Qatar Exhibition 2021, 
which is held at Doha Exhibition 
and Convention Center from 4 to 7 
October 2021.

Engineer Yousef Al-Emadi, 
Director of Projects Affairs at 
Ashghal said our participation in 
Project Qatar exhibition aims to 
introduce the projects implemented 
by Ashghal or projects that are 
under implementation and to open 
the door to all entities to enhance 
cooperation between both parties 
and work to implement them.

Engineer Ahmad  Al Ansari, 
Technical Office Manager at 
Ashghal participated with a 
worksheet during the 1st day of the 
conference, in which he discussed the 
role of local manufacturers in meeting 
the Qatari market requirements and 
Ashghal’s plans to enhance the role 
of the private sector and improve the 
quality of its services.

Ashghal participates 
in Project Qatar 
Exhibition

Under the patronage of Ministry of 
Transportation and Communications, 
Ashghal participated in a booth in 
the Engineering Conference and 
Exhibition which was organized by 
Qatar Society of Engineers.

H.E. Minister, Jassim Bin Saif Al 
Sulaiti Minister of Communications 
and Transportation during his visit to 
Ashghal’s booth in the Transportation 
Engineering Conference & Exhibition.

Ashghal participates 
in Transport 
Engineering 
Conference and 
Exhibition

Ashghal participates 
in Majd Qatar 
Exhibition & Forum

Ashghal participates in Majd Qatar 
Exhibition and Forum through its own 
pavilion where most of its important 
achievements in implementing the 
infrastructure projects are displayed.






